
Publisher and duration 
of the contract IOP - Institute of Physics (2022-2025) 

Disciplinary areas 
covered Physics, Chemistry, Geology etc. 

Characteristics of the 
contract 

Access to all the journals available on the IOPscience extra platform and the 
possibility for authors affiliated with the Scuola who are also corresponding 
authors to publish open-access articles in the three-year period 2023-2025 at no 
extra cost. 

Types of articles 
publishable in open 
access 

Papers, special issue papers, reviews and/or letters. 

Journals in which 
publishing in open 
access is possible 

In all hybrid and gold journals included in the IOPscience extra platform. The 
contract does not include the freely accessible journals of the American 
Astronomical Society. 

Workflow for 
publishing in open 
access 

The workflow of open-access publication does not involve validation of the 
affiliation of the authors prior to publication, and is briefly organised in the 
following stages: 

ü The corresponding author will be identified on the editorial platform by 
means of at least one of the following parameters: name of the 
institution/affiliation or email domain (sns.it); 

ü for eligible articles, open-access publishing will be proposed to the 
corresponding author; 

ü in the case of a positive response from the corresponding author, the 
article will be published in open access and the author will keep the 
copyright; 

ü periodically the library will receive the lists of approved articles for the 
verification of the formal affiliation to the Scuola of the corresponding 
authors; 

ü should the Institution not recognise the author as qualifying under the 
terms of the contract, the corresponding author will be offered the 
possibility to pay the APC outside the contract or to publish the article in 
subscription mode; 

ü the retrospective conversion is possible of any eligible articles that missed 
selection by the publisher. 

The validation of the corresponding author takes into account the date of 
acceptance of the article on the part of the publisher independently of the date 
of the first submission. 

APCs cover An unlimited number of open-access articles may be published. 

Availability of the APCs 
for the current year APCs available 

Licence Preferably CC-BY. The author retains the copyright. 

Informational support 
Publishing Support 

Guide for authors 

E-mail address of the 
technical referents for 
the contract 

iop.pubblicazione@sns.it 

 


